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with redundant moduli, metrics of for in
Fig. 1 are produced in the process of the demodulation and
used for making decision of which demodulator outputs will
be dropped before the residue to binary conversion, which
will be discussed in Section III
III. PERFORMANCE ESTIMATION
In this section we evaluate the performance of the RNS-
based orthogonal signaling system, when the RNS is designed
without redundant moduli or with number of
redundant moduli, over an AWGN channel. With an -ary
orthogonal signaling scheme, the probability that a residue
digit is decided correctly by selecting the branch exhibiting
the largest correlator output is expressed as [4]:
(1)
where is deﬁned as [4] ,
is the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) at the demodulator
output. Furthermore, represents the variance of the noise,
is the energy of the transmitted information symbol, which
can be computed by , since
bit symbols can be represented by the residue
sequences , where represents an integer
not exceeding , and is the energy per bit.
Consequently, for an RNS-based orthogonal signaling
scheme without redundant moduli, that is for , the
estimation of the transmitted -bit symbol after residue to
binary conversion is correct, if and only if, all the number
of residue digits are received correctly. Hence, the average
correct symbol probability after residue-to-binary conversion
can be written as
(2)
and the average BER can be approximated by [4]
(3)
If an RNS-based -ary signaling system is designed with
number of redundant moduli, then, as
discussed previously, up to number of demodulator outputs
can be dropped before residue to binary conversion, while
still recovering the transmitted symbol using the retained
demodulator outputs, provided that the retained demodulator
outputs are those matched to the related residue digits, i.e.,
there were no residue digit errors. Conventionally, this kind
of dropping is referred to as “erasure.” An example of this
is known in the context of Reed–Solomon (RS) [5] codes
where the low-reliability symbols are erasured and error-and-
erasure correction decoding is employed. Since the error-
and-erasure correction decoding of RS codes should correct
random errors and also ﬁll erasures, the decoding complexity
and energy cannot be decreased by dropping the erasured
symbols. However, for a RNS designed with redundant
moduli, up to residue digits having a low-reliability metric
can be discarded, and the discarded residue digits are
not required to be considered during the residue to binary
conversion, and consequently simplify the symbol recovery
procedure. We refer to our decision rule as the RST for
deciding which demodulator outputs will be dropped, which
we deﬁned as
(4)
where and represent the maximum
and the second maximum of the correlator outputs, say
, respectively, for receiving residue
digit . Our RST is based on the fact that a unreliable
received signal is likely to have nearly equal energy in both
the correlation branch matched to the correct signal and the
correlation branches mismatched to the transmitted signal.
Hence, we can argue that the correlator outputs with low
absolute value of are the low-reliability outputs and can be
discarded before residue-to-binary conversion. Consequently,
if we assume that the received residue digits are independent,
the probability that a symbol is recovered correctly by the
residue to binary conversion can be expressed as
(5)
where is given by (1), while is the probability
of the event that there are demodulator outputs which are
decided erroneously, but the number of erroneously decided
de modulator outputs happen to be discarded by dropping those
number of the demodulator outputs, which have the lowest
value of . Accordingly, we have , but
for depends on the distribution of .
Let and represent the assumptions that a residue digit
is demodulated correctly or erroneously, respectively. Then,
for a given value of and a given residue digit the pdf’s
of under assumptions of and , i.e.,
with can be derived using the distribution density
functions of the correlator outputs matched or mismatched
to the transmitted residue digit. Examples of the exact nu-
merically evaluated pdf’s of and with
are shown in Fig. 2 at an SNR per bit of 2 and 5 dB.
As expected, under , the value of is distributed most
probably in the area of , while under , the value of
is distributed very close to . Moreover, when increasing
the SNR per bit of the transmitted signal, the distribution of
will shift to the right-hand side, while the peak
of the distribution of at becomes higher
and higher.
However, using the exact pdf’s of to compute
is an arduous task due to the quadruple integrals
involved. Hence, we invoke approximations to simplify the
computations. First, under , the pdf’s of the maximum
and the second maximum of and can
be approximated as the pdf [4] of the correlator output
matched to the transmitted residue digit and the pdf [6] of the
maximum amongst the other correlator outputs mismatched to
the transmitted residue digit. Upon using these pdf’s, we can
obtain the pdf of under assumption as
(6)